1. **Check In and Check Out Times.** Check in time for RV and Tent sites is 2:30PM. Check out time is 1PM for RV and tent sites. Check in time for the cabins is 3PM. Check out time for the Cabins is 11AM.

2. **Quiet Hours.** Quiet hours are between the hours of 10 pm and 7 am. Bainbridge Island Municipal Code (BIMC Ch1.26). Amplified or loud music or sounds that are a nuisance to other park campers or visitors is prohibited.

3. **Hours of Operation.** The park is open to day-use from dawn until dusk every day. The park is closed to day-use at dusk. Guests of campers are considered day users and are to leave at dusk.

4. **Power Generators.** Power generators may only be used between the hours of 8 am and 9 pm, are only allowed in the RV sites and must not disrupt the neighboring campers stay.

5. **Notice of Payment.** If you have paid for your site at the on-site pay station, attach your receipt to the holder on the site post or cabin location.

6. **Maximum Occupation.** The maximum number of people per tent camping or cabin site is eight, including campers and guests. No overflow to other unoccupied campsites or open common areas is allowed.

7. **Minors.** Minors under the age of 18 cannot rent a tent site, RV site, cabin, or occupy an overnight accommodation without an adult staying with them during their entire visit. The Bainbridge Island Police Department and/or Child Protection Services may be called if minors are left alone in campsites or cabins unaccompanied by an adult.

8. **Length of Stay.** Camping and Cabin rentals are limited to a 10-night stay in any 30-day period. Hiker/Biker and Kayak tent sites are limited to a two-night stay in any 30-day period.

9. **Kayak Tent Site.** The tent sites designated for human powered watercraft can be available to any tent camper if unoccupied after dusk.
**10. Fireworks.** Per City of Bainbridge Island Ordinance No. 2019-21, the discharging of consumer fireworks is prohibited on Bainbridge Island and in all parks.

**11. Fires.** Fires on the beach are prohibited. Fires are only permitted in campsite, shelter, and cabin fire rings and standup BBQ's. The campfire flame must not exceed two feet height.

**12. Firewood.** Gathering of beach driftwood and forest wood for campfires is prohibited. Firewood may be available to purchase from the pay station and Camp Host or from local vendors, see information kiosks for local vendor list.

**13. Vehicles.** RV sites are allowed one towing vehicle and one towed vehicle per site. Example: one truck and trailer combo or a Class A RV and a towed vehicle. If as RV site is used for tent camping two vehicles are allowed if no trailer or RV is included and they fit onto the site gravel parking pad.

One vehicle per tent or cabin site is included in overnight fee. Additional vehicles associated with a site rental can be parked in the general parking areas for a fee. Tickets for each additional vehicle are $10 per night and are purchased at the on-site pay station. Pay station receipt must be attached to the clip on the site post or cabin holder.

No trailers. recreational vehicles, or camping vehicles allowed in the cabin sites. Sleeping in vehicles is only allowed in the RV sites (1 thru 26) and in sites 39 and 40.

**14. Pets.**

a. All pets must be kept under physical control, on a leash and no greater than 8 feet from the handler. Pets must be physically restrained at all times in the park.

b. Pets may not be allowed to dig or otherwise disturb or damage the natural or cultural features anywhere in the park.

c. No person shall allow their pet to bite or in any way molest or annoy other park visitors, including other pets. No person shall allow their pet to bark or otherwise disturb the other campers.

d. Any person bringing a pet into the park shall collect and dispose of the animal feces in a trash waste container. Dog bags are provided at stations in the park for this use.

e. Pets are not allowed in restroom buildings unless they are service dogs.

f. Pets are allowed in Cabins.

g. Pet owners are responsible for the proper collection and disposal of their pet waste in any of the camping or cabin sites.
15. **Smoking.** Smoking is not allowed in cabins, restrooms, or in the beach shelter.

16. **Firearms and Other Weapons.** No person shall discharge or propel across, in, or onto any park area any firearm, bow and arrow, spear, spear gun, air or gas weapon, or device capable of injuring or killing any person or animal, or damage or destroy any public or private property.

17. **Remotely Operated Aircraft and Drones.** Due to roosting and nesting American Bald Eagles, remotely operated aircraft and drones are prohibited from use anywhere in the park.

18. **Alcohol and Drugs.**
   a. The consumption of alcohol or legal drugs are only permitted in designated campsites, or in overnight accommodations by registered occupants and their guests.
   b. In any reservable group day use facility by any authorized group with alcohol approved and authorized in the rental agreement.
   c. In designated picnic areas.
   d. Underage use of either alcohol or legal drugs is not permitted on any park lands.
   e. The use or manufacturing of any illegal substance, including drugs is prohibited and will result in expulsion and law enforcement action.
   f. Public intoxication or misconduct that disrupts or causes conflict with other park users will not be tolerated and local law enforcement will intervene when necessary. This may also result in expulsion and/or trespass from park properties.

19. **Sleeping in Vehicles.** Sleeping in vehicles is only allowed in the RV sites and Campsite #39. It is not permitted anywhere else in the park.

20. **Expulsion from Park Areas.** Any person failing to comply with any park rule or regulation are subject to expulsion from park property with no right to refund or reimbursement of any kind.